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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many hydraulic fracturing models are available. Each is based on different assumptions, requires slightly different input data, and give different results. Each also has limitations that must be understood. The purpose of this section is to briefly describe the differences in assumptions and formulation of the available fracture models. Ultimately the user must select a model that fits his need and is based on assumptions that are consistent with his own beliefs. 
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In this session …

• What are the dominant processes of 
modeling?

• What are the requirements of a good design 
model?

• What models are available?

• What are their assumptions?

• How should you select an appropriate model?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be a useful design model a fracture simulator must correctly represent the critical physical processes that govern hydraulic fracturing. The dominant processes will be discussed along with assumptions made by various models.
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Which Model & Why

Simplistic Models:

• Easy to use

• Require minimal input data

• Take little or no time

Sophisticated Models:

• Require input to describe 
the reservoir

• Accurately describe the 
fracture

• Allow for making informed 
decisions

If you are taking the time to ‘design’ or evaluate a frac job,
shouldn’t you make it worthwhile?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why use a model that gives misleading or inaccurate results just because it is easy? The purpose of a fracture design model is to be able to learn something about the frac, the way it behaved, and the results of the job so that intelligent changes can be made to future designs. A model that is not based on sound and complete input data and correct assumptions cannot ultimately be a predictive model of the fracturing process. If a model is not predictive, but merely parrots the observed pressure trace in a job, it is not a useful engineering tool. 
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Fracture Design:
Understanding & Modeling Dominant Processes

• Fracture geometry creation
– elastic properties, plasticity, pore pressure

– model assumptions, rock shear and slip

• Fluid leakoff
– pressure dependence, whole gel

• Fluid rheology

• Proppant transport
– rheology, localized leakoff

– causes & remedies for screenouts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To define the problem of achieving a design length, we need to identify the dominant physical processes that control the fracturing process. In general, these processes can be subdivided into the four main categories shown. Geometry of the fracture is a first-order dominant control on the success or failure of a treatment. We need to understand what affects the shape of the fracture, its height containment, width, and created length. Part of the geometry problem that can be considered a separate, but integrated topic, is fluid leakoff. What controls leakoff, and what can be done about it from a design standpoint? What reservoir factors control leakoff, and can they be diagnosed and affected? The fracture geometry is also intimately affected by fluid rheology. Thin fluids create different fracture shapes than viscous fluids, even when leakoff is similar. The effects of rheology on geometry and design must be understood. That requires a basic familiarity with the types of fluids commonly used for fracturing and their behavior under flowing conditions. Finally, the efficiency of a fluid at transporting proppant, the final location of the proppant in the fracture, and the impact of fracture geometry, leakoff, and rheology on transport must be explored. If these processes can all be understood and modeled, the final fracture shape, size, and ultimately, conductivity can be predicted
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Design Model Requirements

• Describe/Include the basic physics of all 
important processes

• Ability to predict (not just mimic) job results
• Provide decision making capability

– Understand what happened
– Isolate causes of problems
– Change necessary inputs
– Predict results

If your model can’t do this, why run it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people run frac design models for unknown reasons. For a model to be useful it must help explain the results of a job that has been pumped, or be capable of predicting the results of a job that will be pumped. Both prediction and post-job modeling require accurate characterization of the reservoir, rock properties, and stress state. They also require a model that accurately represents the physical processes involved. Models that simply mimic a pressure response without modeling the cause of that response may be used to “match” job results but they are nearly useless in terms of predicting the results of a design change. Fundamentally, the use of a model is to guide future design changes that lead, ultimately, to an optimized fracture treatment that delivers the maximum possible stimulation benefit for the minimum cost. A model that leads to incorrect design changes is potentially worse than no model at all. Each of us should ask why we are running models, what we are learning from them, and if they are helping to improve job results. Did the model influence you to make the right design change? Did it teach you something about why the job behaved as it did? Were the results of the job as expected based on the model results? Was the time spent in running the model, either before or after the job, worthwhile? If the answer to these questions is “No” then something should change. Either the reservoir characterization data is faulty or the model you are running is inadequate.  
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Modes of Fracture

Mode I: Tension Mode II: Sliding Shear Mode III: Tearing Shear

Conventional frac models only assume Mode I

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three modes of fracture conventionally defined. Mode I fracture is pure tensile opening. This is the only mode recognized and handled by conventional linear-elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) models. Mode II fracture describes shear failure through sliding in the direction on applied load. Mode III fracture is a tearing or lateral, out-of-plane shear mechanism. In laminated and anisotropic media complex or mixed-mode fracturing is common. This applies especially in shales where poroelastic effects can be significant. These effects will be discussed in detail. 
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Available Frac Models

• 2D Models
– Perkins‐Kern Nordgren 
(PKN)

– Khristianovich‐
Geertsma‐DeKlerk 
(KGD)

– Penny‐Frac

• Pseudo‐3D Models
– MFRAC
– StimPlan, e‐StimPlan
– FracCade

• Lumped Parameter 
Models
– FracPro
– FracPro‐PT

• 3D Models
– GOHFER
– N‐StimPlan
– Terra‐Frac

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fracture design or geometry models can be grouped into several convenient categories in terms of the way they handle fracture growth, or their degrees of freedom. It is not correct to think of all models in a particular category as if they are the same. Each model is based on a particular set of assumptions, and each model has particular strengths and weaknesses. The general properties of the models can be discussed here, but details of each model’s internal working assumptions are left to the information provided by each model’s author or distributor. Because models continue to develop, comments are left intentionally vague and may not be current or accurate in terms of specific details.
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All Frac Models Start With
A Width Equation

P

r

Consider the displacement
caused by a point load 
on the surface of a
semi‐infinite half space:

The displacement of the
surface is given by:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Something all frac models have in common is a means to predict fracture width as a function of net pressure (the difference between internal fluid pressure and external closure stress) and some measure of rock stiffness or compliance. Virtually all of the width equations in use today can be traced back to the equation for the displacement of the surface of a semi-infinite half-space acted upon by a point load. This is an equation taken from classical mechanics theory that applies to a uniform, isotropic, homogeneous, elastic solid with a force applied to the free surface at a point. A distributed pressure and its resulting deformation field is represented by an integration of the effects of many point-loads over the free surface. 
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Total Width Results from Surface 
Integration of Distributed Pressure

The deflection of the surface of a semi‐infinite half‐
space acted on by a distributed pressure is:

This solution was developed by J. Boussinesq in 1885

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most general equation for fracture surface displacement was presented by J. Boussinesq in 1885. It assumes that the fracture face is on the surface of an infinite, homogeneous, and linear-elastic half-space. All other conventional fracture model width equations are derived from solution of this surface integral for specified geometries and fracture boundary conditions. 
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Distributions of “Tensile” Stress 
at the Frac Tips

Distributed stress allowing
smooth closure at the fracture tip

Concentrated stress approaching
a singularity at the fracture tip

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The illustrations show two of many possible stress distributions that allow for a zero-width condition at the fracture tip. The upper figure shows an area near the frac tip where the net stress is negative (resisting opening) over a part of the open fracture. This has been referred to as the “fluid lag region” and gives rise to a smoothly closing “Barenblatt” tip condition. In this case there are no unrealistic stresses in the system.The lower figure shows a case with positive pressure to the frac tip and a sharp closure. In this case the fracture opening can be represented as an ellipse, and has blunted tips. To obtain this geometry requires that the tensile stress at the frac tips is infinite. This leads to the frac-tip singularity that has given rise to the concept of “stress-intensity factor”. The critical stress-intensity factor is used to describe the rate of change of stress away from the tip, because the stress at the tip is infinite and cannot be described. All these fabrications arise from assumption that the fracture is elliptical so that simple closed-form analytical solutions can be used to estimate fracture width.
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Composite Process Zone Modeled 
by Apparent Stress Concept

Net Stress Positive:
Internal Fluid Pressure

Exceeds Closure
Fluid Lag = 1-10 ft

Damage Zone = 1-6 ft
Tensile Stress in Rock

Net Stress Negative:
Internal Fluid Pressure

Less Than Closure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The blunt fracture tip, with its singularity, can be replaced by a “fluid lag” region where the external stress is higher than the internal fluid pressure. This leads to a smoothly closing fracture tip, but still can be affected by the assumption of elastic coupling. For example, if the fluid lag zone occupies a distance of 10 feet in a net stress zone of 1200 psi, and the damage zone length (area of tensile stress in the intact rock) is 3 feet in a material with an actual tensile strength of 200 psi, then the apparent process zone stress for a 20 foot node in GOHFER is 692 psi. Data presented by Yew, et al. suggest that the length of the fluid-lag zone varies inversely with the strength of the rock. If this is true, the majority of the apparent tensile strength will be contributed by the fluid-lag zone for weak rock and by the damage zone for strong rock. Therefore, over a wide range of rock properties, the apparent strength may vary much less than expected based on direct tensile strength measurements. This effect may also explain the surprisingly high net pressures commonly seen in "Frac-Pack" operations in the Gulf Coast in substantially unconsolidated sand. In these conditions of very high permeability, non-wall  building fluids, low modulus, and low tensile strength, it is likely that the fluid-lag zone will substantially affect the stress distribution at the fracture tip.
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Plane‐Strain Solution

• Applies for cracks of 
large aspect ratio

• Width is a function 
of net pressure and 
characteristic 
length

• Width is constant 
along frac length

a

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The figure shows the expected geometry for the plane-strain solution. The ellipse, with characteristic length “a”, describes the fracture width-opening profile. For the plane-strain solution to be valid, the shape of this ellipse cannot change along the entire length of the fracture. That means that fracture width may not vary with length. In reality, the assumption is relaxed by assuming that local compression at the tip does not affect the overall shape. This allows application of the solution to large aspect ratio fractures where length is much larger than height (along the major axis of the ellipse). The simple width solution then says that the fracture width is a function only of the net pressure, rock elastic properties, and the characteristic dimension of the ellipse. 
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Sneddon’s Equation 
for Width of a Plane‐Strain Linear Crack

• Sneddon’s equation (1945) for an 
infinite length (plane‐strain) crack, 
with crack tips at +c and –c

• Simplified‐geometry solution 
assumes two‐dimensional plane‐
strain behavior with an implied 
stress singularity (infinite stress) at 
the crack tip

( ) 22
212 yc

E
pu −

−
=

υ

Most 2D and Pseudo 3D models 
use a form of this equation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The elliptical crack width solution was first published by Griffith in the 1920s. The “Griffith Crack” was a two-dimensional plane-strain solution. In 1945 Sneddon adapted the solution to a radial or “penny-frac” geometry and to a quasi-infinite linear crack that maintained the plane-strain simplifications. Because of its simplicity, the Sneddon solution has found its way into almost all the 2-D and pseudo 3-D models now in use. In the equation, the rock elastic properties are given by Poisson’s ratio (n) and Young’s Modulus of Elasticity (E). The net internal pressure is p. The distance from the fracture center to each tip is c and the origin of the y-axis is at the fracture center. 
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Geometry Assumption in 
2D models

• All 2D models require the user to input constant 
frac height

• Length and width are calculated from compliance 
and leakoff

• Called “2D” because only width and length are 
calculated, while height remains fixed.

• Two 2D models are PKN and KGD
– Both were published by Royal Dutch Shell researchers 
in the 1960s. 

– Both use the Sneddon linear crack solution for a 
plane‐strain crack.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The earliest types of fracture design models were “2D” models because fracture height was assumed to be constant (and input) and only length and width were computed by the model. Fracture width is determined from a form of Sneddon’s equation for a plane-strain crack and length was determined by material balance considering injected fluid volume, leakoff, and fracture volume. 
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Differences in Geometry 
Assumption for PKN and KGD

PKN KGD

Note that these are the same equations solved with different 
characteristic crack lengths and assume an infinite stress and zero 

displacement at the crack tips.

The crack 
half length 

(c) is 
given by L

The total 
fracture 
height 

(H) is 2c

Fracture width at the mid-point (y=0) is given by Sneddon’s equation for 
two common 2D models: 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The figures show the assumed geometries for the PKN and KGD models. The only real difference is the orientation of the assumed ellipse. In the PKN geometry, the ellipse is in a vertical plane. The characteristic length is the total frac height. In this model the only way the fracture width can increase once the total height is established, is for the pressure to increase. In the PKN model the increase in pressure that drives the width increase with time is assumed to come from the viscous pressure drop of the fluid down the increasing fracture length. Any excess net pressure at the tip of the fracture to force extension is generally ignored in these models. PKN results are therefore highly dependent on fluid rheology.In the KGD model, the ellipse is assumed to be in a horizontal plane and the characteristic length is the tip-to-tip frac length. The solution is more commonly written using the fracture half-length from wellbore to tip. This model predicts that the pressure required to maintain a constant width decreases as the fracture length grows. The vertical fracture walls are assumed to be parallel and freely slipping at the top and bottom of the fracture height. This implicitly assumes a shear failure at the target bed boundaries that forms the primary height containment mechanism. As the fracture grows in length, the treating pressure drops or the width becomes very large. This model is relatively insensitive to fluid rheology because of the large predicted width, shorter length, and smaller pressure gradient along the fracture length.It is clear from this discussion that all of the model results, in terms of sensitivity to fluid properties, pump rate, and trend of treating pressure with time are controlled by the inherent model assumptions and not by the reservoir input data. This same problem has carried through to the pseudo 3-D models, but has been more hidden and confused by added model complications. 
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Results Controlled by Assumptions 
in Simplistic Models
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a constant height fracture with gradually increasing width (tied to length) the two models predict drastically different treating pressure behavior. The PKN model requires net pressure to rise as length increases, usually due to an assumed friction pressure response. The KGD model requires the net pressure to drop as fracture compliance increases with length. Both clearly cannot be correct, and in reality neither is correct. The actual fracture geometry is much more complex and the fracture is not plane strain, elliptical, or necessarily planar. The deformed rock is not linear-elastic or immune to shear failure. Fracture growth is not always controlled by a pure tensile failure mode and none of the assumptions made by these simplistic models must be valid.
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Pseudo‐3D Models

• Calculate pressure drop along fracture length
• Calculate width and equilibrium height at each segment
• May have proppant transport models run sequentially with    
geometry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next generation fracture model (Pseudo-3D or P3D) first appeared in the late 1970s and early 1980s. These models rely on the previous formulation of the PKN and KGD models, use essentially the same plane-strain width solution, and allow for variable fracture height.The figure is a basic illustration of a P3D model. The fracture is assumed to be elliptical in cross section along its entire length, and this length is sub-divided into elements. Each element has a different internal pressure derived from a one-dimensional linear flow solution. The fluid pressure at the center of each element is then used to estimate the height of the fracture in that element using a published solution for stable equilibrium height that relies on the critical stress intensity factor to account for the stress singularity at the tip. The width profile across the height is then calculated using the same equation as the PKN model. With a known height and width, the model determines length from material balance once leakoff is accounted for. Later versions of these models allowed for width variation along the height if the fracture crossed beds of varying Young’s Modulus or stiffness. Some use 2-D fluid flow and pressure solutions that were run separately or sequentially with the geometry model. The degree of iterative coupling between the fluid flow, proppant transport, and geometry models varies with different simulators at different times. While the complexity of the models increased over time, they are still limited by the fundamental assumptions of linear elastic deformation, the elliptical frac shape, stress intensity factor (and singularity) at the frac tips, and the assumptions of complete elastic coupling. These models also fail if the fracture cannot be described as a continuous entity from upper to lower tip in any element
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Example of StimPlan Output

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The figure shows a typical output fracture geometry for a P3D cellular model. Note that the  fracture is continuous in height along its length. Only one fracture “top” and “bottom” can occur at each position along the fracture length. 
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Lumped Parameter Models

• Model gives position of frac at three points only
• Frac growth is driven by vertical and horizontal pressure 

gradient functions
• Fracture outline is connected with concentric ellipses
• May have separate prop transport models that may or 

may not interact with geometry development

Frac Tip

Upper Height

Lower Height

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The “lumped parameter” models are actually simpler than the P3D models in terms of computation. Functions are internally defined that relate established pressure gradients and rock properties to rate of fracture growth in three directions. The models actually only describe the fracture growth at three points: the points at the upper, lower, and lateral tips of the fracture. The fracture is always assumed to have a “self similar” elliptical shape that can be defined by connecting these points. The location of the upper tip at the wellbore, the lower tip at the wellbore, and the fracture tip at the centerline are “predicted” as a function of time. The shape of the fracture is assumed to be elliptical in side-view, so that the three point can be smoothly connected at any time. These models traditionally use a very large value of critical stress intensity factor, or an imposed tip-effect to restrict fracture growth rate. The result is a very wide predicted fracture with relatively short length, caused by user-controlled input functions rather than measured rock properties. As with the P3D models, these models have a variety of proppant and fluid flow formulations. In many cases, the proppant is simply filled into the fracture volumetrically either from the point of injection (in concentric ellipses) or from the bottom up (assuming no effective suspension transport). 
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Example of Fracpro‐PT Output

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The figure shows a typical Fracpo-PT “lumped parameter” model output. The injected fluids and proppants follow an elliptical trajectory model that assumes no mixing and perfect displacement efficiency. 
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Available 3‐D Models

• N‐StimPlan
– Gridded width and flow solution similar to GOHFER™
– Fully‐coupled elastic finite‐element width solution

• GOHFER™ 
– Gridded deformation and flow solution
– Shear‐decoupled formulation

• Terra‐Frac
– Finite‐element solution
– Requires re‐meshing with time
– Single fluid entry point
– Linear‐elastic solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently there are only three models available that can be considered 3D. A relatively new model is N-StimPlan which moves the P3D StimPlan to a gridded solution which is superficially similar to GOHFER. It still relies on a linear-elastic deformation model assuming complete elastic coupling of the rock. Fracture tip extension criteria may still rely on critical stress intensity factor.The Terra-Frac model has been in development for many years. It relies on a triangular mesh finite element width solution with fully coupled elastic deformation and stress intensity factor tip conditions. It has been limited to a single fluid injection point, although recent development has been expended on improving the fluid and proppant transport models. GOHFER will be described in more detail and will referred to throughout the course. It attempts to honor the expected discontinuous nature of rocks with bedding planes, planes of weakness or incipient failure, and pre-existing natural fractures and fissures. The fluid flow, fluid rheology, and proppant transport models in GOHFER have been extensively proven in large-scale laboratory tests. It is the only model that is backed by more than 15 years of laboratory research in all major areas of transport and mechanics.
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Elastically Coupled Displacement

A point-load causes deformation of the 
entire surface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linear-elastic models assume that deformations occur over the entire surface of the elastic material in response to a load applied at any point. Deformations die out slowly with distance (1/r). The total displacement at any point is the resultant superposition of displacements caused by all applied loads on the surface. Under these assumptions, each local width is affected by a change in applied load at any point. Stresses around the perimeter of the fracture are likewise affected by all loads applied on the fracture surface.
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What is actually 
Observed in the Field?

• Fracture widths are often less than 
predicted

• High net treating pressures are common

• Height containment is often better than 
expected

• Shear failure occurs in the rock mass 
(microseisms)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Actual fracture treating pressure suggest that a large excess pressure is required, above closure stress, to drive fracture extension. This excess pressure is called the process-zone stress and is comprised of the effects of the fluid-lag region and the damage zone. It can be directly measured as the difference between fracture extension pressure ( at zero pump rate) and closure pressure.Other data strongly suggests that fracture widths are much less than would be predicted by applying the process-zone stress at the fracture tip and causing the fracture to “balloon up” as it would for a coupled displacement solution. Also, height containment is generally much better than predicted by models based on critical stress intensity factor and coupled displacement solutions.Measurements made during fracturing confirm that shear failures occur coincident with nearly all fractures. The shear failures generate micro-seismic events that are commonly recorded. The evidence is clear that shear failure and slip commonly occurs during hydraulic fracturing. The slip may be along bedding planes or other planes of weakness at any orientation. With this direct evidence of shear failure, how can we continue to apply models that assume no shear and no decoupling in the rock surrounding the fracture?
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Displacement With Shear

Slippage along shear-planes restricts
displacement to a limited area

Shear Plane

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Displacement damping by shear planes is schematically illustrated. If a load is applied to part of the fracture surface it will cause a local displacement. If shear-slip occurs along planes at some angle to the fracture surface, some of the displacement or strain energy will be lost in the shear and cannot be transmitted across the shear plane. The result is that the rock on the other side of the shear plane will be unaffected by the applied load and will have no resulting stress associated with the displacement on the other side of the shear zone. 
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Shear‐Slip Model

• No displacement transmitted across a freely 
sliding shear plane

• No influence from any loads applied on 
opposite side of shear plane

• Integrate applied load over a small area

• No stress concentration at fracture boundary

• Very small fracture widths

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If there are shear planes in the medium which are free to slip, or capable of slipping with some loss of energy across the plane, displacements cannot be fully transmitted throughout the medium. Loads applied on one side of a shear plane will not generate displacements on the opposite side of the plane. Displacements from all applied loads die out at shear plane boundaries. This results in much smaller fracture widths at a given applied load. Also, stresses transmitted to the fracture boundary will only be generated by areas elastically coupled to the bounding layer. If free shear occurs at a bed boundary, little or no stress will be transmitted to the boundary and fracture containment is greatly increased
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Frac Extension with Shear‐Slip

Fluid pressure must
penetrate rock and
exceed closure stress

Fluid pressure enters existing 
crack and generates a stress 

concentration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If shear slip and decoupling occurs, the fracture growth pattern changes dramatically. In the illustration, the fracture no longer has a huge stress concentration at the tip, because this energy has been lost to shear along a bedding plane or shale lamination. Now the rock above the shear plane is no longer torn apart by the tension or wedging action of the fracture. Instead, the shear plane is invaded by frac fluid which must now find a flaw to re-initiate the fracture on the upper side of the shear plane. If the rock is permeable or porous and can be invaded by the fluid, the net stress can be reduced to the point of fracture initiation. In impermeable rocks, the fracture may re-start if a pre-existing fracture is invaded or some flaw in the rock is opened by interactions with the shear motion or direct pressurization by the fluid. 
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Containment

Decoupled System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a coupled displacement solution the strain energy generated by the displacement of the fracture surface along each element of its length (or area) is transmitted to the fracture tip. This is the only location where intact rock can resist the opening forces over the body of the fracture. The result is a huge stress concentration at the tip of the fracture. If the fracture is forced to close as a blunt ellipse, the stress at the fracture tip becomes infinite and a singularity in the stress distribution results. In any case, the immense stress required to resist fracture growth under  these conditions generates rapid fracture propagation and excessive height growth, fundamentally caused by the assumption of elastic coupling in the rock. A shear-decoupled system, on the other hand, must consist of a series of discontinuous fracture segments with separate fracture re-initiation sites at each slippage plane or discontinuity. The illustration bears a strong resemblance to fractures viewed in wellbore image logs, downhole televiewers, and other field observations. In this system the overall fracture height will be much better contained for the same system of rock properties and stresses than a coupled displacement system. Each segment of the fracture will be much smaller in aperture because it is acted upon only by local pressure on a relatively small area instead of by pressure over the entire open area of the fracture. All these results appear to be more consistent with field observations. 
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Actual Fracture in Core Section

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The photo shows an actual 4” diameter whole core section recovered from a well approximately 200 feet from a hydraulically fractured well. The core is vertical with the top at right. Depth was approximately 3000’. The fracture in the core is the propped hydraulic fracture from the offset well and the right-angle turn is the upper terminus of the frac. Based on lack of staining of the fracture surface, it is likely that the horizontal part of the fracture was not invaded by fluid. The vertical fracture contains proppant and fluid residue while the fracture past the 90 degree turn is devoid of both.In this case, the barrier to continued fracture height growth appears to be a clay lamination less than 1 mm thick which provided a shear plane of relatively low strength. 30 feet of core were recovered in this zone and multiple offsets in the fracture, similar to the “cartoon” decoupled fracture, were observed. 
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Microseisms After Water Injection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The figure shows an example of microseismic events recorded during a water injection in the DOE M-Site. Each seismic event represents a recorded release of shear energy in the formation, caused by the hydraulic fracturing process. With this number and distribution of shear events it is highly unlikely that linear-elastic coupled deformation equations can accurately describe this process. When the treatment was modeled with a shear decoupled formulation, the degree of height containment could be explained using the field measured rock properties and stress profile. When the job was modeled using a coupled formulation and the same stress data, a much less contained fracture geometry was predicted. 
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Fracture Height Containment Through Shear Slip 
at Bed Boundaries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teufel and Clark have presented the chart shown to define three regimes for fracture containment. When confining stress contrast is high the primary mode of containment is presumed to be the stress contrast. For intermediate stress contrast systems, over some range of shear modulus ratio, the fracture height may grow out of zone. Containment through shear separation at bedding planes occurs in zones of high shear modulus difference between the bounding beds or in low confining stress conditions, presumably implying low normal stress across the bedding plane. 
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Which Model & Why

Sophisticated Models:

• Easy to use

• Require minimal input data

• Take little or no time

Simplistic Models:

• Require input to describe 
the reservoir

• Accurately describe the 
fracture

• Allow for making informed 
decisions

If you are taking the time to ‘design’ or evaluate a frac job,
shouldn’t you make it worthwhile?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After reviewing the various types of models available, we can ask the question we started with and expect a more informed answer. Why use a model that gives misleading or inaccurate results just because it is easy? The purpose of a fracture design model is to be able to learn something about the frac, the way it behaved, and the results of the job so that intelligent changes can be made to future designs. A model that is not based on sound and complete input data and correct assumptions cannot ultimately be a predictive model of the fracturing process. If a model is not predictive, but merely parrots the observed pressure trace in a job, it is not a useful engineering tool. Using a model to make engineering decisions because it is fast and easy and requires no input data is little less than a travesty. If a fracture treatment is worth modeling at all, the results should be worth having. That requires that they be based on sound physics and real data. 
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